Volkswagen bora 2005

After the New Beetle , it was the second Volkswagen product to make its world debut at a U.
Although produced in the largest volumes in Mexico, final assembly of the car also takes place
in China and South Africa for those respective markets. Local assembly in Kaluga , Russia,
started in early In most countries, the fifth generation is marketed as the Jetta. Interior room has
increased from 2. In particular, rear legroom was increased by 65 millimetres 2. One major
change is the introduction of the first multi-link independent rear suspension in a Jetta. The
design of the rear suspension is nearly identical to the one found in the Ford Focus. Styling
reflects a new direction for the Volkswagen brand, with a new chrome front grille, first seen on
the Volkswagen Golf Mk5 R32, which has spread to other models. For model year , certain
markets [ which? The previous 2. Other body innovations include an impact-absorbing front
bumper which yields slightly in the event of a collision with a pedestrian, reducing the chance
of injury. A new door design allows just the outer panel to be removed and replaced if damaged,
rather than the entire door. These included side curtain airbags , seat-mounted rear side
airbags, new generation Electronic Stability Programme with Anti-Slip Regulation and Brake
assist , as well as active head restraints. A Direct-Shift Gearbox DSG transmission, available
dual-zone automatic climate control, and electro-mechanical power steering are also new
innovations. The fifth generation car has a totally redesigned electrical system. Cars equipped
with halogen headlamps have a 'VW' logo integrated into the bulb shield. In most of the world,
the rear lights use light-emitting diodes LEDs. Volkswagen has developed a very strict motor oil
quality standard, oil meeting this standard must be used to ensure full warranty coverage. The
internal combustion engines available are dependent on the destination market. Additionally in
that market, the car can be had with an engine known as the ' Twincharger '. This 1. This engine
shares its cylinder head design with the V10 engine found in the Lamborghini Gallardo and Audi
R8. States due to the tight emission standards promulgated by the California Air Resources
Board. In addition to California, four other states adopted the more stringent California
standards. Where it was available, it fell into the least-restrictive emission category. That
category was removed in , prompting the diesel Jetta to be unavailable for more than a year
until the introduction of a new common rail diesel engine, which appeared in August The
introduction was delayed for approximately six months due to technical issues with the new
emissions control system. AdBlue urea injection fluid is not required, further reducing
maintenance requirements. In it was found that this engine's emissions had been falsified. In
the U. There were complaints to the agency about the Jettas going into "limp-home" mode and
then stalling almost immediately while being driven. Motor Trend reported that there were also
complaints about premature failures of its high-pressure fuel pump. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety crash testing the Jetta received an overall "Good" rating in both front offset and
side impact tests. In the side impact test the Jetta received "Good" marks in all nine measured
categories. The fifth generation received generally positive reviews with some reviewers
complaining the car lost some of its character with the redesign. Handling was a strong point,
with quick and precise steering and minimal body roll due to the MacPherson Strut suspension
up front. Fit and finish received excellent marks, with reviewers noting the car felt very upscale.
Controls and displays were decent, but fell apart and started shorting out with age. Volkswagen
has publicly stated its discontent over the excessive assembly time, and pledged to streamline
manufacturing in the next generation of A platform cars. In , the Sportwagen received a minor
interior and exterior facelift, and remained based on the fifth-generation Golf , with front end
styling mirroring the sixth-generation Golf. Listed below is a breakdown of how many were
produced in each of the four color options:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
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family car , the fourth generation of the Volkswagen Jetta , and the successor to the
Volkswagen Vento. Production of the car began in July Bora is a winter wind that blows
intermittently over the coast of the Adriatic Sea , as well as in parts of Greece, Russia, Turkey,
and the Sliven region of Bulgaria. In North America and South Africa, the Volkswagen Jetta
moniker was again kept on due to the continued popularity of the car in those markets. The Mk4
debuted shortly after its larger sibling, the Passat, with which it shared many styling cues. The
rounded shape and arched roofline served as the new Volkswagen styling trademark,
abandoning traditional sharp creases for more curved corners. A distinguishing feature of the
Mk4 is its Whiptenna, a trademark for the antenna on the rear end of the roof, which claims to
incur less drag than traditional antennae due to its short length and leeward position. For the
first time, the rear passenger doors differed from those of a five-door Golf. New on this
generation were some advanced options such as rain sensor-controlled windshield wipers and
automatic climate control. However, these were expensive extras and many buyers did not
specify them on their cars; as a result, the used market has many sparsely equipped models.
Although slightly shorter overall than the Mark 3, the fourth generation had the wheelbase
extended slightly. Some powertrain options were carried over. Nevertheless, two new
internal-combustion engines were offered, the 1. The suspension setup remained much as
before. However, it was softened considerably in most models to give a comfortable ride, which
was met with some criticism as it was still quite hard in comparison with rivals such as vehicles
offered from French carmakers. This new design employed advanced unit injectors, along with
additional electronics and emissions equipment to meet new emissions standards in Europe
and North America, and is considerably more complex than the older diesel engines previously
offered. To reduce noise, the engine employs a "pilot injection" system that injects a small
amount of fuel prior to the main injection. All of the new generation of diesel engines require a
special motor oil to meet Volkswagen oil specification Serious damage to the engine,
particularly the camshaft and injectors, will result if oil not meeting this standard is used. Safety
on the fourth-generation cars was a high priority for Volkswagen. In crash tests, the
fourth-generation car received very good marks. Side-curtain airbags became standard in the
model year. Critics usually found the fourth generation acceptable. The car was praised for its
adequate handling and a moderately comfortable ride. The interior was praised for the high level
of fit, but is quite bland, sparsely equipped, and uninspiring. The climate controls were placed
low on the console. The recirculation mode cannot be turned on when air is vented to the
windshield, and if the driver changes the climate control to vent air to the windshield, an
internal mechanism would turn off the recirculation mode. The power outlet is recessed next to
the ash tray and is covered with two flaps, one of which is shared with the ash tray. Retractable
cup holders were placed directly above the stereo, obscuring vision of the stereo display and
allowing beverages to spill on the stereo, gear selector, and other sensitive components during
erratic vehicle movements. The flimsy plastic construction of the retractable cup holder is likely
to fail with normal use. These problems were rectified in for the US market by placing two
recessed cup holders in tandem in the center console and another behind the arm rest pedestal
for rear passengers. The driver must raise the arm rest to access the center cup holder, and a
large beverage occupying the front cup holder obstructs the driver's ability to pull the hand

brake. European cars were given a redesigned retractable cup holder in front. Drivers
complained that the front bumper cover does not have adequate ground clearance to clear a
curb in a parking space. In addition to scratching the cover, if the driver drives the Jetta too far
forward into a parking space, the bumper cover would have a tendency to hook onto the curb
like a barb, and as the driver backs out of the parking space, the entire front bumper cover
would be torn off the vehicle. The earlier US models have a few quality-control issues, as a
number of owners reported windows falling into the doors, electrical problems, body panels
rusting from the inside out, especially on the front wheel arches and wagon lift door, and
emissions system defects. Although the sedan was built in a number of locations, all Jetta
estate models were built in the Wolfsburg plant. Additionally, the interior kept its top-quality fit
and finish, although the rear seat was still a bit small. In Europe, the estate version was
sometimes sold as part of the Golf line, either in addition to or instead of the Bora. Other than
different front bumpers, fenders, headlights, and hood, the cars were identical. In some
countries, both Golf Variant and Bora Variant were sold. As of , the fourth-generation car is still
sold in addition to the newer Mark 5, due to higher pricing of the fifth generation in some
countries such as Colombia, China, Canada, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina.
Like its second-generation predecessor, the Mark 4 continues to be manufactured and marketed
in China by Volkswagen Group's joint venture partner FAW-Volkswagen. In October ,
Volkswagen re-released the fourth-generation car in Canada for the model year as the City Jetta.
In , the car was restyled to bring its looks up to date with the rest of the Volkswagen lineup. The
only engine available was the 2. In , both model names were changed to Jetta City and Golf City.
Nevertheless, it is the best-selling compact car in the country. Volkswagen decided to keep
sales along with the Bora Jetta V, which is the fifth-best seller with the tagline Why do we want a
Jetta? Because the heart gives no reasons. In October , the name "Jetta" was dropped, and the
simpler name "Clasico" Spanish for "classic" was chosen, suggesting this model may still be
offered for years to come. In the model range, a 1. After the model year, the Clasico lineup was
reduced to a single trim level, which is the base model called CLasico CL Aire which means it is
equipped with air conditioning. The CL Aire trim level features inch steel wheels with full
covers. Antilock brakes and front airbags are available in manual, and automatic transmissions
are optional. The model was the last to be produced in Puebla, Mexico, but some of the
remaining units were still sold as models. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other
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the Bora failed to capture the imagination of the market the re-born Jetta is doing good
business for VW and seems to be going from strength to strength. Perhaps the problem was
that VW was trying to make the Bora something it could never be when it was simply a Golf with
a boot. The Bora was made out to be a more sporting model whereas the Jetta is made from
more humble stock. At its birth the Jetta was simply a Golf with a boot. It was conceived to suit
older buyers who liked the security a boot provided and were put off by the lack of security in a
Golf hatch. The Bora was the Jetta with different badges, but there was a change of character
that came with more sporting name. The Bora was more of a sports sedan than its more humble
predecessor, even though it was still spun off the Golf hatchback. At launch VW offered the
Bora with the choice of a 2. Either could be linked to a five-speed manual gearbox or four-speed
auto. Following an update in the output of the V5 was boosted to kW at revs and Nm at revs. VW
also introduced a V6 4Motion all-wheel drive model in the same update. The 2. The 4Motion was
only available with a six-speed manual gearbox with the final drive through all four wheels. A
rigid body shell formed a stable platform that was the perfect foundation for a sporty sedan. The
V6 4Motion boasted independent suspension at both ends, with coil springs and anti-roll bars.
All Boras were packed with standard features, which included power steering, cruise control,

power windows and mirrors, air-conditioning, alloy wheels, immobiliser and good quality sound
systems. Owners have had a mixed run with the Bora. Some report no problems, but others
have had plenty of trouble, enough even for them to ditch their cars rather than keep paying the
bills. Look for electrical woes, particularly with the window lifts, but they can also have trouble
with engine electrics with airflow meters and oxygen sensors. Ignition coils can also be an
irritating problem. Check the auto if fitted, particularly check it for smooth shifting and no
problems in engaging gears. One owner has reported a gearbox meltdown after 60, km or so,
which should serve as a warning of potential trouble. Dirty oil means sludge and sludge means
trouble. The 4Motion all-wheel drive adds to the on-road safety. Rob Mirfin has thoroughly
enjoyed his VW Bora V6 4Motion and says the 4Motion system is a wonderful safety feature in
adverse conditions. Travis Nilsen bought his Bora in , but noticed it was pinging shortly after
buying it. He was told it needed the best quality PULP from BP only, and although the car drove
very well on the high quality fuel he was concerned the pinging problem would return, so sold
it. He says the fuel economy was good on long trips, averaging 7. He says that if he had his time
over again he would have
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steered away from the Bora. Rodney Barlow-Pye bought a Volkswagen Bora 2. It has done , km
without any major problem, and it still looks new and feels very solid. John Gregory had a less
than happy experience with his Bora, which he says was so expensive to repair that he had to
cut his losses and sell it. It had several problems, in and out of warranty. Both right and left
window regulators had to be replaced, the water pump failed, the engine electronics were
unreliable, and the cooling fan burned out. Marina Avgeris has been told that the automatic
transmission in her Bora 2. It recently began rattling and was difficult to shift into reverse gear.
View all Volkswagen Bora pricing and specifications. Sorry, there are no cars that match your
search. Graham Smith. Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs Other cars to consider.
See all Mazda 6 prices. See all Peugeot prices. See all Saab prices. Have you considered?
Volkswagen Bora cars for sale. Volkswagen Transporter review: T6.

